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collaborations in OSGi and Eclipse can be expressed in our model. A discussion of related work and
open questions concludes our contribution.
COMPONENTS AND RESOURCES
According to a widely used definition, a software component is “a unit of composition with
contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can
be deployed independently and is subject to third-party composition” (Szyperski, 2002). As briefly
discussed in the introduction, the interface specification is often done using interfaces of a
programming language or a dedicated interface definition language. In an open environment with
component repositories without strict quality control, additional information is needed to describe
components, including behavioural specification, quality of service and licensing attributes. This is
important to safeguard composition, and to build assemblies with context-specific characteristics,
such as systems running on embedded hardware with resource restrictions, or mission critical
systems requiring high levels of reliability. What is more, describing interfaces using programming
language or IDL interfaces is often simply not appropriate. For instance, sometimes a component
has to provide structured data. It is much easier to describe this data using a document type
definition (DTD) or XML Schema than using an interface of a service that provides this kind
of data.
What is therefore needed is a description of component interfaces that does not rely solely on
interfaces defined in a programming language type system. The following example taken from
Dietrich and Jenson (2009) illustrates the several aspects component interfaces have. Consider a
clock component that displays the time. This component uses the services of another date formatter
component to display the current time. This component has the responsibility to transform
timestamp objects into strings, taking into account local settings and user preferences. The first
approach is to describe this with a (Java) interface DateFormatter (listing 1).
1. interface DateFormatter {
2.
public String format(java.util.Date timestamp);
3. }
Listing 1: The DateFormatter interface

This interface merely states that DateFormatter has a method accepting timestamps and returning strings. This is not enough to fully express the requirements of the clock component. In
particular, the clock component has the following additional requirements:
1. Semantics: the format string should at least print the current hour and minute.
2. Quality of service: to run on mobile devices, the component should not spawn new threads,
should not use more than 10ms to compute the string representation of a timestamp, and should
not use more than 50k of memory space.
3. Licensing: the formatter component must not be licensed under the GPL.
In Dietrich and Jenson (2009) we have shown how many of these requirements can be expressed
using resources. This is trivial for the interface part, if the (Java) interface is considered as a
resource. The semantic conditions can be expressed with test suites or constraint sets (such as OCL).
The same is true for the quality of service conditions. Finally, the license of the component is a
resource that can be directly referenced (as URL) in the component meta data. Requirements with
respect to licensing can be expressed in various ways, including resources representing white lists
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Table 1: Resources representing requirements and capabilities

of permitted licenses or resources representing black lists of prohibited licenses. Table 1 shows
some examples of resources representing requirements and resources representing matching
capabilities.
In general, the contractual relationship between components established through their
requirements and capabilities can be easily specified using a very simple ontology. This ontology is
depicted in Figure 1. The graphical notation used is a modified version of the notation used in
Manola and Miller (2004). The UML type stereotype annotations (labels surrounded by guillemets)
represent the type of the respective resources. They stand for a rdf:type relationship to the resource
representing the respective type. The name spaces rdf, rdfs and owl are defined as in Dean and
Schreiber (2004), Appendix B. Furthermore, we define comp as http://www.semanticweb.
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Figure 1: Core Model
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org/ontologies/component-core.owl, and java as http://www.semanticweb.org/
ontologies/component-java.owl.

The core model defines only three classes representing components, requirements and
resources. Components are associates with resources representing capabilities and requirements,
and the satisfies relationship expressing that a capability satisfies a requirement. The Resource class
and the satisfies object property are abstract in the sense that they can only be instantiated through
subtypes and subproperties, respectively.
This cannot be expressed in OWL directly. We therefore assert the following additional axioms:
Axiom 1 (Abstractness of comp:Resource)
∀r : rdf:type(r,comp:Resource)⇒ ∃ c: rdf:type(r,c) ∧rdfs:subClassOf(c,comp:Resource)
Axiom 2 (Abstractness of comp:satisfies)
∀r1, r2 : comp:satisfies (r1, r2) ⇒ ∃p : rdf:type(p,owl:ObjectProperty)∧p(r1, r2)∧
rdfs:subPropertyOf(p,comp:satisfies)
To express requirements, associating components with resources is not enough. Some contextual
knowledge is needed to describe the role of this resource. This is achieved by replacing the resource
by a composite resource representing requirements. This resource also references the object
property used to associate capabilities with resources representing requirements. This means that we
require the following range restriction for comp:relationship:
Axiom 3
∀req, prop :comp:relationship(req, prop) ⇒ rdfs:subPropertyOf(prop,comp:satisfies)
We can now formally define a component configuration as follows:
Definition 1. A component configuration is a set of components defined using assertions that use
the types and predicates defined in the core model including subtypes of comp:Resource and sub
properties of comp:satisfies, such that the axioms 1-3 are satisfied.
To apply this model to a simple component collaboration consisting of a Java interface and a
Java class, the model has to be extended by the respective resource types and the relationship
between them. We refer to such an extension as a vocabulary. A simple Java vocabulary is shown
in Figure 2. InstantiableClass represents a class that can be dynamically instantiated. This means






  




 









  
 





 



 





 

 




Figure 2: Java vocabulary
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that this is a non-abstract class with a public constructor with an empty parameter list. It is very
common to make this assumption as client applications only know the interface and have no further
knowledge about a particular implementation class. With this additional assumption, classes can be
instantiated dynamically through reflection as shown in listing 2. Note that for this to succeed the
component container must make sure that the class is accessible by a class loader.
1. String
className = ... ;
2. Class serviceProvider = Class.forName(className);
3. ServiceInterface instance =
(ServiceInterface)serviceProvider.newInstance () ;
Listing 2: Dynamic instantiation in Java

Figure 3 shows the use of the respective vocabulary. Two components clock and daterenderer
collaborate through the interface DateFormatter. The interface is associated with clock. The
respective Java byte code file is part of clock, and the interface is made available by clock. The
second component daterenderer provides a matching class (SimpleDateFormatter). The model also
contains a java:implements object property that describes the relationship. However, the semantics
of this relationship is not defined in the model itself. Semantics refers here to a function that can be
used to find out whether for a given pair (class,interface)(class,interface) ∈ java:implements holds.
The component container responsible for composition must have knowledge about the semantics of
these properties. In this particular case, the container would use the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) to
verify that the (compiled) class implements the respective interface. Note that the requirement
references the (resource representing the) object property java:implements. This is, the requirement
implies that the component container responsible for composition has to find another component ×
that provides a resource class such that (class, DateFormatter) ∈ java:implements holds. Then the
requirement is matched by a capability and therefore satisfied. In general, this can be expressed for
all requirements with the following axiom:
Axiom 4 (Satisfiability)
∀comp, req, res, rel : comp:declares(comp,req) ∧ comp:relationship(req,rel)
∧ comp:hasResource(req,res) ⇒ ∃sup, cap : comp:provides(sup,cap) ∧ rel(cap,res)
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Figure 3: Java vocabulary usage example
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Intuitively, axiom 4 states that for each requirement a supplier component (sup) must exist that
supplies a capability resource (cap) such that the rel condition associates the capability with the
requirement resource. Axiom 4 (and axiom 2 likewise) contains quantification about relationships.
However, for a given set of components there is only a typically very small fixed set of sub properties of comp:satisfies. Hence, quantification could be easily resolved by replacing this rule by a
set of separate rules, one for each property.
Using axiom 4 we can precisely define when to consider a component configuration as resolved
as follows:
Definition 2. A component configuration is resolved if axiom 4 holds (all requirements are
satisfied).
VERIFIERS
The question arises how vocabularies can be integrated into the component model itself. Each
vocabulary contributes additional resource types and relationships between those to the core
vocabulary defined in Figure 1. The simplest approach would be to restrict the vocabularies to a
fixed, predefined set, and to require that each component container responsible for composition has
built-in support for these vocabularies. There are however use cases that cannot be addressed in this
manner. To take full advantage of ecosystems and the community resources associated with it,
systems should follow the invitation rule (Gamma and Beck, 2003). This term has been introduced
by the Eclipse community, and states that authors of components should invite others to make
contributions by providing extension points. By restricting the expressiveness of how such
contributions can be made to a fixed set of predefined techniques, systems cannot take full
advantage of the resources of the ecosystem. For instance, a company offering business reporting
tools would want customers to contribute custom reporting templates using a product-specific
template language. A special template parser would be used to verify the relationship between
templates and the template language expressed as a (formal) grammar resource such as an EBNF
definition or an ANTLR grammar definition.
In Dietrich and Jenson (2009) we have proposed a solution to this problem for one particular
component model (OSGi-Eclipse) by defining a dedicated vocabulary contribution extension point.
The Treaty project (Dietrich and Wilke, 2010) contains an implementation demonstrating the benefits of this approach. We generalise this solution by extending the core model proposed in the last
section.
We propose to model the vocabulary dependencies as implicit requirements. For this purpose,
we extend the core model (Figure 1) as follows:
1. A new class of resources representing verifiers (comp:Verifier) is introduced.
2. The comp:satisfies property is now also considered to be a resource.
3. A object property comp:verifies is introduced that associates verifiers with sub properties of
comp:satisfies. The respective range restriction is defined in axiom 5.
Figure 4 depicts the extended model. New elements are highlighted with bold face and bold
lines, respectively. Axiom 5 formalises the range restriction for the comp:verifies property and
completes the model.
Axiom 5
∀prop : ∃ver : comp:verifies(ver,prop) ⇒ rdfs:subPropertyOf(prop,comp:satisfies)
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Figure 4: Extended Core Model

The extended core model can now be used to augment component configurations. The purpose
of this is to add new requirements stating that verifiers must be available for all conditions used in
requirements.
Definition 3. Given a component configuration, the augmentation of the configuration is defined as
follows. For each component/requirement combination consisting of a component comp, a requirement req, a resource res and a property rel that is different from comp:verifies, and defined by the
following set of assertions:
1. comp:declares(comp,req)
2. comp:relationship(req,rel)
3. comp:hasResource(req,res)
we add a new requirement ver defined by the following set of assertions:
1. comp:declares(comp,ver)
2. comp:relationship(ver,comp:verifies)
3. comp:hasResource(ver,rel)
A model is called augmented if it is closed with respect to this rule: applying this rule does not
add additional assertions to the model.
The condition that augmentation is only applied for properties that are different from comp:verifies
makes sure that augmentation is not recursive and therefore terminates. The configuration stays “flat”.
However, this implies that the mechanism to verify verification must be built into the system. While
the verification of other conditions can be delegated to verifiers, a dedicated system verifier is needed
for this purpose.
Figure 5 shows augmentation for the Java example used earlier. The requirement for a Java class
implementing a Java interface creates the implicit requirement that a tool must be available to check
32
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Figure 5: Verifier Dependencies

this relationship. In this example, we assume that there is a JavaPlatform component providing a
JVM that can do this.
In the model developed here, the semantics of the component collaborations is mainly defined
through the verifiers. The verifiers provide the semantics for the comp:satisfies sub properties. The
semantics is usually intentional (Carnap, 1947). That means that verifiers will provide a function to
compute whether for two given resources r1, r2 and a sub property p of comp:satisfies, (r1, r2) ∈ p
is the case or not1.
METAMODELLING ISSUES
The question arises whether the use of OWL has advantages over the use of the traditional
MOF/UML stack of languages to model component collaborations. Both MOF and OWL address a
similar problem: the formal representation of the concepts in a domain in order to describe its
semantics. In particular, MOF 2.0 tries to address many of the issues that have been leading to the
development of ontology languages. For instance, the MOF specification states that “the Meta
Object Facility (MOF), provides a metadata management framework, and a set of metadata services
to enable the development and interoperability of model and metadata driven systems” (Meta
Object Facility (MOF) Core Specification, version 2.0, 2006). MOF 2.0 has much better support for
computational processing of models than previous MOF/UML standards which focused on building
models for humans: less precise but more expressive and easy to visualise. It has been noted that
both worlds have converged and that there is a significant overlap (Kiko and Atkinson, 2004). It has
also been demonstrated that the semantic web technology stack can be fitted into the MOF
framework by considering it as model space (Djuric, Gasevic and Devedzic, 2005).
1 As opposed to an extensional semantics where the set of all resource pairs instantiating the predicate is listed.
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 43, No. 1, February 2011
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To check the suitability of a MOF-based model, consider a system that uses two vocabularies:
XML and Java. That is, the system has resources including XML files, DTDs, Java objects and
interfaces. In terms of MOF, these resources are M0 layer resources. They instantiate M1 types such
as custom Java interfaces like DateFormatter and classes such as SimpleDateFormatter. On the
other hand, these artefacts are instances of the entities defined in M2 such as Java classes, Java
interfaces, XML documents, DTDs etc. Relationships between these entities are also defined in M2,
such as the implements relationship between Java classes and instances, and the instantiates
relationship between XML documents and DTDs.
The component framework proposed here does not fit easily into this layer model. The model
layer comprising components and their associated resources would be M1: components collaborate
through resources that instantiate types defined in M2. In the case of Java, the resources are indeed
Java classes and interfaces, and not instances of these classes. The instantiation of the respective
classes is the responsibility of the consumer; the contract must just make sure that the respective class
is instantiable. M2 would contain a merged meta-model comprising types from all vocabularies being
used in a system. Note that this merging operation must occur at runtime: new components may
require support for new types of contracts and therefore new resource types and relationships
(defined on M2). On the other hand, components (defined in M1) also reference the relationships
linking resources as part of the requirements (defined in M2). This feature reflects the system
dynamics of modern component systems: the use of a fixed, built-in set of relationships is not
expressive enough.
Using an ontology language provides a solution to this problem: relationships (object properties)
can be referenced as resources identified by a unique identifier. This can be seen as a reflection
facility similar to features prevalent in modern mainstream programming languages such as
Smalltalk. Furthermore, ontology languages provide better runtime support than modeling
languages: ontologies can easily be merged at runtime, and queried for consistency and inferred
knowledge. The reporting example mentioned above provides an example where this is useful:
reporting templates may have to comply to a grammar defined by a template language but restricted
by a predefined set of permitted variables - the variables the host application can instantiate. The
type of such a template (lets call it SpecialTemplate) would be a subtype of the more general
template (GenTemplate) that does not have the variable restrictions. During verification (at
runtime!), the subclass relationship between those types can be used: use the template parser first
to find out whether a file is a GenTemplate, and if this fails, infer that it cannot be an instance of
SpecialTemplate.
Not using a layered metamodelling architecture bears risks: the purpose of layers is to provide
stratified abstraction. This goes back to Russell’s theory of types (Russell, 1937), and is important
to avoid logical paradoxes. Additional safeguard mechanisms are needed if strict stratification is not
required. The condition that augmentation is only applied to properties that are different from
comp:verifies is such a condition: if removed, an infinite chain of verifiers would be needed to
verify an otherwise finite system.
Case Study: Component Collaborations in the OSGi and Eclipse Component Models
OSGi (Alliance, 2010) is a very successful dynamic component model that is now used in some of
the largest and most complex enterprise applications such as IBM WebSphere, Oracle WebLogic
(Humble, 2008) and the Eclipse development environment and numerous commercial and open
source tools derived from it. In OSGi, components are called bundles. Bundles have metadata
34
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associated with them defined in key-value text files, the so-called bundle manifests. The most
important part of the manifest is the declaration of capabilities and requirements, both expressed
using Java name spaces (packages). Both capabilities and requirements can be annotated with
version constraints, and the OSGi container responsible for composition checks these constraints
when composition takes place (“wiring”). This solves a particular composition problem known as
DLL hell – the availability of multiple, sometimes incompatible versions of the same library leading
to runtime errors. Using versions means that additional composition constrains can be expressed
and checked as long as the application programmers maps them correctly to versioning constraints.
The focus on versioning constraints means that a lot of the responsibility to express contracts is
delegated to the application programmer who has to squeeze several types of constraints (quality of
service, behaviour, licensing etc) into version dependencies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Manifest–Version : 1.0
Bundle–SymbolicName : com.acme.bundle1
Bundle–Version : 1.0.0
Export–Package: com.acme.package1;version=1.3
Import–Package: com.acme.package2;version=”[1.4.2, 2.0.0)”
Require–Bundle: com.acme.bundle2;bundle–version=”[1.0.0,2.0.0)”
Listing 3: OSGi manifest example

Listing 3 shows an (incomplete) OSGi manifest. The manifest defines a unique name and a
version for the bundle, and states that the bundle offers one package (com.acme.package1, version
1.3), requires a package (com.acme.package2, any version between 1.4.2 inclusive and 2.0.0
exclusive) and another bundle (com.acme.bundle2, any version between 1.0.0 inclusive and 2.0.0
exclusive).
This means that bundles offer two kinds of capabilities: a resource of the type osgi:
BundleVersion that is identified by a unique combination of bundle id and version, and resources of
the type osgi:PackageVersion identified by unique combinations of package (namespace) name and
version. As for the requirements, there are two types of requirements representing bundle and
package version ranges. Version ranges are defined by intervals in the totally ordered space of
versions consisting of major, minor and micro version numbers. Intervals can be open or closed on
either end. The semantics of the satisfies properties osgi:bundleMatches and osgi:packageMatches
is defined as follows: a versioned bundle (package) matches a bundle (package) version range if the
names are identical and the version is within the interval defined by the version range. This
semantics is enforced by OSGi container. This means that the OSGi container itself provides the
verifier.
Resolving these dependencies is a non-trivial task. This is performed in client applications with
configurations consisting of hundreds or even thousands of bundles. The same dependency
resolution mechanisms are also used to query bundle repositories such as the SpringSource
Enterprise Bundle Repository(The SpringSource Enterprise Bundle Repository, 2010) that contains
up to tens of thousands of bundles. OSGi containers and repositories often use SAT solvers for
dependency resolution.
Figure 6 shows a OSGi vocabulary modeling these collaborations. It uses the same scenario as
in listing 3, plus an additional bundle com.acme.bundle3 that provides the package capability
required by bundle com.acme.bundle1. The direct bundle dependencies are static. OSGi favours the
dynamic dependencies where the consuming component (bundle 1 in the example) does not have
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 43, No. 1, February 2011
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Figure 6: OSGi requirements and capabilities

direct knowledge about the component providing the capability (bundle 3).
Several extensions of OSGi provide support for service-oriented programming. Services are
defined by interfaces, and bundles have additional meta-data to define required and provided
services. Examples are Declarative Services (Alliance, 2010), Spring Dynamic Modules (Spring
Dynamic Modules for OSGi™Service Platforms, 2010) and Eclipse (The Eclipse project, 2010).
Eclipse is particularly interesting as it generalises the concept of services and allows the declaration
and provision of other resources as well. This is driven by use cases such as a modular help system.
Here, bundles (called plugins in Eclipse) do not have to provide Java classes to make contributions
to the help system. Instead, they provide a table of content XML file that has links to the actual help
pages.
The collaboration of Eclipse components is organised in two separate layers. First, Eclipse
components are OSGi bundles, provide OSGi metadata and are composed by Equinox, the OSGi
implementation used by Eclipse. On top of this, plugins advertise requirements through extension
points and offer capabilities through extensions for these extension points. This part of the meta data
is defined in a separate file plugin.xml. The composition based on matching extension points is done
by the extension registry. This dual approach has historical reasons – earlier versions of Eclipse
were not based on OSGi.
Listing 4 shows part of the plugin metadata for the plugin org.tigris.subversion.subclipse.doc
1.3.0. This plugin provides the documentation for the Subclipse subversion client for Eclipse. The
36
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plugin does not need to provide (Java) code, instead, it provides contributions to the help system –
a set of html pages indexed by a table of content (TOC) xml file. The structure of the XML used to
define the metadata is defined as part of the extension point org.eclipse.help.toc that is being
extended. This definition is semi-formal. In particular, the document type definition (DTD) that
constraints the structure of the XML to be used in the toc files contributed by extensions is only
defined as text embedded in the documentation of the extension point2.
By not making this requirement explicit, the responsibility to check that plugins provide correct
extensions is with the consuming plugin. In particular, the code to parse the toc contributions must
enforce the rules defined in the DTD. It turns out that this is not the case. In particular, Eclipse also
accepts additional markup used in toc file and does not strictly enforce the contract defined in the
extension point documentation. Examples where violations occur are the org.eclipse.platform.
doc.user plugin (an additional enablement element is used – 3 violations), and the org.eclipse.jdt.
doc.user extension point (an additional extradir attribute is used – 2 violations). This is in direct
violation of one of Eclipse community house rules (Gamma and Beck, 2003), the fair play rule.
This rule states that insider knowledge must not be used to implement extensions, everybody must
rely only on the external interfaces of plugins. This is directly related to creating a level playing
field for all parties contributing to the ecosystem. However, insider knowledge has been used here
in plugins by people knowing that the syntax of the toc files is not strictly enforced, and that the
application will use (interpret) additional markup such as the enablement element and extradir
attribute.
By using the approach proposed in this paper this can be easily avoided: the requirement is a
resource of the type DTD, the satisfies relationship is the implementation of a DTD by an XML
document, the capability is a toc XML document and the verifier is a validating XML parser.
1. <?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF?8”?>
2. <?eclipse version=”3.0”?>
3. <plugin>
4. <extension point=”org.eclipse.help.toc”> file=”toc.xml” />
5. <tocfile=”tocgettingstarted .xml”
/>
6. <toc file=”tocreference.xml” />
7. <tocfile=”dailywork.xml” />
8. <tocfile=”tocplatformGettingstarted.xml” />
9. </extension>
10.</plugin>
Listing 4: An Eclipse plugin manifest

FUTURE AND RELATED WORK, CONCLUSION
We have presented a simple ontology-based model for component collaborations. The proposed
ontology is open in the sense that it can be and actually has to be extended, and lightweight in the
sense that it defines only a very small number of types and relationships. To achieve this, many
concepts that are used inside the ontology, in particular the satisfies relationships and the respective
domain and range types, are actually defined outside the ontology. The ontology contains merely
views on those artefacts but does not define their semantics. We believe that this approach is
2. http://help.eclipse.org/galileo/index.jsp?topic=/org.eclipse.platform.doc. isv/reference/extension-points/org_eclipse_help_
toc.html
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 43, No. 1, February 2011
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beneficial in the long term as the semantics of some of the relationships is very complex and
difficult to model directly in the ontology. An example are the rules used by the Java compiler or
by the Java virtual machine to decide whether a class implements an interface. This involves the
check of method signatures including exception types, consistence of type parameters (for the
compiler only) including checks for co- and contravariance and so on. Our approach is similar to
the way RDF is often used. It turns out that representing large amounts of data in RDF directly is
very difficult to manage, and that it is more realistic to expose existing data stored in traditional
databases as RDF through scripts.
Our approach has similarities with efforts to add semantics to web services (Burstein, Hobbs,
Lassila, Mcdermott, Mcilraith, Narayanan, Paolucci, Parsia, Payne, Sirin, Srinivasan and Sycara,
2004). However, our model can be simpler. In particular, we do not try to model service grounding
as this is part of the component model used by the component container responsible for
composition. Because we assume that composition is automated, we do not attempt to model
human-readable component descriptions (profile). Many component models however have
metadata entries providing these capabilities.
In Oberle, Lamparter, Grimm, Vrandecíc, Staab and Gangemi (2006) the authors propose a comprehensive ontology to describe large systems composed from modules. In this ontology,
component interfaces are described using concepts extracted from object-oriented programming
such as methods and their associated return, parameter and exception types. Our ontology is less
fine-grained. In particular, type reasoning about methods is not part of the ontology but delegated
to verifiers.
In Shahri, Hendler and Porter (2007) the authors use ontologies for software configuration
management. The scope of this work is much narrower than our approach and focuses on the
resolution of version constraints. The case study on OSGi shows how this can be integrated into the
framework proposed here.
In Pahl (2007), the author presents an ontology that is formalised interface matching based on
design-by-contract. Our approach is more general as it covers other forms of composition that are
not based on matching interface descriptions.
A limitation of the current approach is that we assume that components always have a fixed set
of mandatory requirements. This could be extended by allowing optional requirements and
alternatives. An example how this can be used in a concrete component models (Eclipse) is given
in Dietrich and Jenson (2009).
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